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TRENDING
NOW

America is a nation of trends. We jump from one fad to the next faster
than we can blink. The trends vary from dance moves to challenges
but never fail to bring us closer together.

Bottle Flipping

by | Emily Treadway and Katlyne Featherstone

In these past months there has been a trending challenge that
is taking over social media. The goal is to flip a plastic bottle with
it landing standing up and staying there. When you walk into the
cafeteria you will always see at least one bottle flying through the
air. Bottle flipping’s popularity still baffles me but we can most
likely associate it with its simple nature.

Clownin’ Around
This year Halloween has had an early start. There has been an
epidemic of clown sightings starting in South Carolina and spreading
all across America. Once the first one was reported, people took to the
streets, phones in hands catching videos of the clowns. Twitter and
instagram were flooded with footage of clowns chasing people in cars
and on foot. What seemed like harmless fun soon turned into something dangerous. Some people have taken advantage of this hoax to
commit violent crimes including murder. No one ever imagined that
this “joke” would result in 12 arrests in multiple states

JuJu on That Beat
There have been many songs that made certain dances popular
such as, “Hit The Quan” and “Watch Me (Whip/Nae Nae)”. This
song has “walked in the party” across America making it the most
popular dance challenge of choice. Copious amounts of Vines and
YouTube videos make it easy to learn. Even our very own senior
class showed their moves when they JuJu-ed on that beat in their
homecoming skit.
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‘GOTTA CATCH ’EM ALL’
by | Sean Sullivan

Pokémon Go took over the summer by
storm as the most played game and the top grossing game in the summer. It only took this popular
game five hours to become the number one app on
the App Store. Nintendo’s market value increased
by nine million dollars within five days of release of
Pokémon Go.
Sophomore Curren Podlesney says that
he’s been playing the game ever since its release.
“I think something good about the game
is that you can go around catching different Pokémon and you can venture out further and catch
different Pokémon,” Podesney said. “Going out
with friends and catching Pokémon is the best. It’s
all about catching pokémon.”
Since the release of the game, Podlesney has become very skilled at the game. He has
surpassed level 22 and has successfully taken over
seven gyms. He has liked Pokémon for four years
now and still enjoys playing the game.
“The best Pokémon I have is a Nine Tails
with a combat power of 2485,” Podlesney said. “I
started playing Pokémon Go because everyone was
playing it and I’ve liked Pokémon for a while so I
thought I should give it a try.”
Freshman Mckennah Vale also has pretty
good memories with pokemon. Her favorite
memory is when her and her brother played and

watched Pokémon when they were
younger.
“My favorite part of the game
is the interaction. It’s appeasing to
throw the pokéball and try to catch
the Pokémon,” Vale said.
Pokémon Go has given some
people trouble. Recently a live streamer was mugged in Central Park. The
assailant stole a three smartphones
and the man’s backpack. The victim
was Rickey Yaneza, 43, who was live
streaming late at night, was assaulted
and robbed of his three smartphones
and was left with a bruised face.
“He had probably been
stalking me in the park, I’d been going
there for the last ten days,” Yaneza
said.”He means nothing to me. I just
lost three cell phones, He is a scumbag. I have no message for him.”
In the game you can get
achievements for going out and
walking. The achievement “Jogger”
can be gained by walking 10, 100, and
1000km. That equals out to 6.2, 62.1,
and 621 miles. Players can also hatch
eggs, which gives you a free Pokémon,
by placing them in incubators and

walking either two, five or 10km.
Recently Nintendo has introduced a
wearable accessory called “Pokémon Go Plus.” It
is a watch that any Pokémon Go player can use.
It tracks how much you walk and vibrates when a
Pokémon appears. Players can even catch pokémon without even unlocking their mobile device.
Pokémon Go is projected to make $180
billion in the next 10 years. The app itself is making
$16.8 billion a year in ad revenue and three million
dollars a day in in-app purchases. Pokémon Go is
expected to gain 700,000 new players a day adding
to the 21,000,000 users that already play.
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